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Modest economic gain in 1959
n spite of reduced farm inenmr. and some loss
of earnings because of strikes, the l~inth district
economy per£orrrred reasonably well during 1958.
It is True, however, that at the beginning of the
year the area's economy was fully abreast of the
nation's strong recovery movement whereas by
the end of the year it was lagging somewhat as
measured by several statistical indicator series .
This lag can be traced principally to the effects
of drouth and lower farm prices on total farm
income and to the effect of the steel strike nn
wages and income in the important mining areas
o£ the district .
In general, however, (outside of agriculture and
mining) the district's business, trade and Penance
statistics for 1959 indicate modest gains frona
tire year-earlier data.
November bank debits this year, far example,
were up 9 percent from November of 1958, and

for the period January through November of 1959
khe pea~centage increase averaged 10 perrent . Retail sales, too, have generally exceeded those of
1958 although sales in November barely equaled
those of Nnver-nber 1958. This was due perhaps
to the severe weather conditions prevailing during
that month . The December retail sales picture
seems to have impxoved slightly based an midlleremher reports from department stores .
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Perhaps the most important single economic
indicator for the district is the series on employment err nonagricultural establishments . This series
has registered gains during the January through
October period, averaging 1.7 percent per month
over the same period a }"ear earlier, Figures for
Minnesota haled on preliminary data show the increase in November to be about 1 .3 percent . Fnr
the vountry as a whale the improvement in total
employment and the decline in unemplnymrnt has
been more fa~~orable than it has in the Ninth district .
Employment in district construction work was
particularly large during the first seven months of
1979 but tended to slacken somewhat since late
August as a result of growing steel shortages. It is
perhaps worth mentioning that even though the
steel strike has been temporarily ended, much
mining and construction activity faced a rather
ruick return to idleness because of climatic
factors.
Demand deposits at all district member hanks .
which earlier in 1959 registered advances over
195$, have turned down in recent weeks. This is
due, perhaps, to falling farm incomes more than
any other single factor, 4n the other hand, outstanding loans and discounts have continued high
in relation to year-ago levels----up ll .l . percent on
a cumulative basis through November, with November itself showing a 7.2.4. percent increase. A
delayed payoff in farm loans in tha important corn
and soybean producing areas of the district,
caused by unfavorable harvesting conditions, has
contributed to the relatively high level of outstanding loans at same country banks .
In general, the economy of the Ninth district
has ended the year in a relatively healthy economic
condition in terms of over-all business activity
and employment levels . However, a smaller carryover of grains along with a L15Dt1 lrrnjectinn of
furthrr decline in farm prices and income suggest
that the district economy may continue to lag the
rest of tlme economy in the " Fast part of 1960 .
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In the Ninth district as well as in the nation,
the rise in construction activity during 1959 was
one of the major forces behind the general er;onnnric expansion . Industrial and commercial building was quite closely correiatcd to the general economic recovery and expazrsinn until steel shortages de~~eloped. klnwevcr, the rise in home building preceded the general recotrery and began to
taper off in the latter half of 1959. Thos, the volume of activity in housing again tended to move
inversely to the general business cycle.
One indicator of the rise in construction activity
during 1959 is the increased number of workers
employed an construction projects . In the Ninth
district, the seasonally adjlisted index of construction employment rose substantially from 14D perrcnt of the 1947-49 base period in January 1.959
to a high of 147 percent in August . In July and
August, generally the peak months in this distrira,
approximately 115,400 workers were employed.
'This was 13,OD0 more than in the same months of
195$ and represents an increase of 13 percentfnr
tlrc industry.
Residential building was an important part of
construction activity" in thr; district during 1959 .
The year began with a boom in borne building . A
relatively large number of houses were Frnished
and many new stares were made during the winter .
The number of new dwelling units authorized by
building permit rose sharply in March and then to
a peak for the year in April . Although residential
building continued at a high level through the first
half of the year, the gradual tightening of terms an
mnrtgago loans and a slowly rising saturation in
the new housing market led to a tapering off in the
number of new units authorized by permit during;
the latter half . The usua'1 surge in housing starts
[on+inued on page 8

~he U. S. Department of Agriculture forecasts
lower net incomes for the nation's farmers in
1960. A drop of 7 to 8 percent is expected from
the estimated $11 .2 billion net farm income realized this year, This xill place net farm income
in 1964 well below the y~13 .1 billion reached in
1958.
farm product prices in 1959 averaged about
4 percent below a year ago, mainly because of
lower priors for hogs, broilers and eggs. USDA
analysts expect the average level of agricultural
prices to exhibit further weakness in I96U- Their
forecast is based on lower anticipated prices for
meat animals and modest reductions in the price
support levels for some commodities .
Price and income reductions are foreseen for
agriculture despite an expected stronger demand
in the coming year. firing business investments,
increased consumer incomes and expenditures, a
growing population, and a strong foreign market
for U. S. farm products are the favorable demand
£actor's cited for 19fi4 .
This situation of a favorable demand and yet
lower prices and incomes is not new in agriculture .
'1'hr. industry has faced this situation a good deal
n£ the time since the early I954's . Agricultural
product supplies have been so burdensome over
these past years that prices have not responded to
the very favorable demand developments .

one-fourth more than the 19d~-49 average . U. S.
crap production this }-ear is expected to nearly
equal the record of 1958 in spite of less favorable
weather. Average yields declined this year oampared with 1958, but some acreages idled under
the Acreage l~eserve Program in 195$ were returned to cultivation . $erring widespread drauth,
crop output in 1964 is oxpected to continue at a
high level, and add further to the existing heavy
supplies of wheat and feed grainsThe output of livestock products in 1959 exceeded the level of 1958. Further increases in
livestock product output are expected in 19fi4
mainly because of anticipated heavier marketings
of cattle from a record sire herd. And, hog market -rugs in 1964 are expected to be above a year
earlier, particularly during the first six months.

Praduetiore
The 1959 total output of crops and livestock
products combined is expected to set another recard, slightly above the level reached in 19513, and

Fprm production costs

Cam~ernment payments
Government program contributions to farm incomes in 19GU are expected to about equal the
level o£ 1959. Available funds will permit an expansion of about Frve million acres in the Conservation lleser~+e next year. Public b,aw ~8U has
been extendrd through 1961 ; this will provide
about the same level of assistance to farm exports
as exists at present. Unly minor downward revisions are expected in the price support levels
during the coming year.
USDA economists foresee some tapering off in
the rise in farm costs. The prices-paid-index of
1959 is expected to average 2 percent above the
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level of 1958. But during the last four mantlrs of
1959 the index has averaged less than 1 percent
above a year ago . Most of the decline in farm costs
during 1959 has been due to lower prices far farmproduced items- In contrast, farm machinery,
motor vehicles and building materials have incr~ased approximately 2 tv ~ percent while interest charges, taxes and farm wage rates were noted
to be up even more. The USDA expects these cress
currents in the prices paid by farmers to continue
in 19f~lo~~rer prices far farm-produced inputs
and further price advances in other linen.
Commodity high{ights
Beef cptt¬e-Cattle nurrrhers have hen increasing cyclically for two years and will probably
continue to expand fnr a few more. r'~ distir3guishing feature of the current expansion in cattle numbers has been the record increases in steer and
heifer numbers . Thus, the USDA concludes that
with the more rapid buildup lax young stock for
slaughter, the downward price movements in this
cycle oarr be expected earlier than has been the
case in the past .
The spring peak price patterns of 1958 acrd 1959
are not expected in 19GU. hittle chance of any seasonal price rise is seen before summer because
of anticipated heavy marketings . '1he level of
cattle slaughter in prospect far next year indicates
slowly downtrending lrrices generally, And, prises
of cows and feeders will likely show greater declines than fed cattle.
Hogs--Hog marketings rose substantially in
1959, causing the average price for the year to
drop to about $14.,59 per hundredweight ; ibis is
more than $5.00 hQlow the level of 1958. .f1n increase in tlrc fall farrowing intentions this year
of 7 percent is expected to hold hog marketings
up throughout the first half of 19Gq. Thus, USDA
economists foresee little chance fnr any seasonal
price rise in the early months of 19F~D,
On the basis of spring furrowing intentions, the
hTSDA indicates that the spring pig crop may be
down a little from a year earlier- This being the

case, hog prices in the last half of 19GQ are expected to equal or slightly exceed the levels of the
last half of 1959. For the year 1.960 as a whole the
USDA forecasts a lower average hog price than
was realized in 1959.
Dairy--Milk production leveled off in 195$ and
declined slightly in 1959. Decreased production
combined with increased consumption of most
fluid products has resulted in slightly higher milk
prices received by farmers . 'This favorable situation is expected to continue into 1900 . However,
contrary to pxesent appearances the dairymen's
biggest long-term problem will be one of surpluses .
A sequence of events, of a temporary nature,
have caused the current brightness in the milk
production-consumption balance picture. First,
favorable beef prices dictate a heavy culling rate
in 1958, and although the rate of cull declined
somewhat in 1959 it continues relatively heavy .
Second, unfavorable pasture cunditinns in the
important dairy states in the Northeast and in the
north central states cut into milk production during the past summer . 'The drop-vfF in the rate of
increase in production per cow during the summer and early fall may also reflect in Bart a shift
toward mare fall freshenings.
Twrkeys-This was a year of record turkey production . However, production increases were concentrated in the light breeds and thus, pressure on
prices has been greatest in the lighter birds. Prices
for heavy tom turkeys have been more favorable .
Thus far, farmers' intentions to retain breeding
hens indicate a 22 percent increase over last year
in the heavy white breeds to be on hand January
1, 1960 ; a 9 percent decrease in $ronxe hens ; and
a 1G percent decrease in Beltsvilles .
If the indicated breeding hen intentions are
xealized the 19G0 crap will about equal the crop
of 1959 and prices may nearly equal the average
of this year. However, favorable prices for heavy
tom turkeys may induce a further expansion irr
Bronze turkeys than indicated in early intentions .
This being the case, some downward price pressure
may develop in the coming year.

Eggs---Reduced production of eggs appears
very likely in the first half v# I9GQ as a consequence of a very sharp price-cast squeeze during
1959. The egg-laying flack irr early I9G0 is expected Yo be 3 to ~ percent smaller Than a year
earlier . $ecause of a smaller Avck, egg prnductivn in the first half of I9G0 is likely to be below
1959. In the second half of 19b0 output will be
affected by the availability of replacement pullets.
Per capita consumption of eggs has been declining in recent years, and with supplies of red
wrests and other substitute foods expected to increase in 19GQ there is little iikelilrvod that the
demand for eggs will strengthen . However, with
somewhat reduced supplies, some price strength
is expected particularly during the first half of
the year.
Sheep and lambs-The USDA expects the
number of sheep and lambs on farms January 1,
19G0 to be up about three-fourths of a million
head. Lower lamb prices and poor range conditions in the Northern Plains were net conducive tv
flock expansion this past year, Thus, the expected
increase in the size of the flock is only about half
as large as the expansion realized in 19513.
This year's lamb crop was 2 percent larger than
the crop of a year ago . USDA analysts anticipate
a small gain in lamb and mutton production for
19fi0, but it will not be sufficient to produce a
strong price depressing force. Sheep and lamb
prices in 1.9G0 axe expected to average close to
yr only slightly below prices this year.
Feeder Iamb prices have declined relative to
slaughter larch prices this fail compared with last.
with an outlook for lamb prices appreciably equal
to a year ago, the prospects for returns on Iamb
feeding are irnpraved aver a year age .
Feed supplies-Total supplies of feed grains
and other concentrates for tire 1.959-19G0 feeding
year have set a new record at 2GS million tons.
This is the seventh consecutive year in which fatal
feed supplies bare increased . The 1959-G0 supply
level is nearly 10Q million tans above the level at
the beginning of the seven-year rise.
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dvnzestic and export needs of wheat for fiscal year
1959-b0. Accordingly, total carryover of wheat on
July 1, I9b0 is expected to exceed the record
carryover vn hand July 1 of this year. Tlre minimum support price for wkirat in l{1G0 has already
been announced at X1..77 per bushel ; this is d
cents below the support level this year.
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Receipts from farm marketiugs in tire ninth
distxict for the first three morrtha of thv 1959-COQ
crop year were I7 percent below a y~"ar ago, In
contrast, receipts from marketings fc~r the nation
as a whole were dnrs n about 7 percent .
While; the nation's total crop output nearly
equaled the 1.958 record, the district's farmers harvested a small grain cxop which was a fourth to a
third helaw last year- 1'Lnd the district's 1959 corn
crop which approximately erkualed last year's was
produced on an acreage one-fifth larger than the
rvrn acreage of a year ago.

The 1959 feed grain crop totaled lb'~ million
tans, nearly IO million tons more than the previous
1958 record crop ; the 19;59 crop was produced on
a larger acreage, yields were high, hut. did not
reach the recvxd levels of 7.95 ¬3. The USDA expects that the carryover of feed grains into the
NLinnesota-while the nation's farrrre:rs experi19b0-61 y ear to he nearly 80 million tons, oneenced a 15 percent cut in net incomes this year
frfth largex than the record level of this year.
compared with a year ago according to USDA estifeed grain prices are expected to average a little
rnatCS, NTinnesota farmers likely realised a svmelower in I9~9-b0 than in 1958-59 in view of a
record feed grain production
and carryover.
:lornestic uses, ex~arts and r.~rry~ava~e~
The total tonnage of high
protein feeds available for tire Bi I lions of bushe Is
3 -1959-b~ feeding year is expected tv lre a little larger than
the supply of last year. Sinu :
livestock numbers are higher
this year, high pxalcin feed
prices during Ehe I959-C~~ feeding year are cxp~ctcd to average near the level of prices
during the past year .
Wheat----Although the 19~i9
1954-SS
1956-57
195E3-59
1950-51
1952-53
wheat crop is nearly one-fourth
*f959 data are yep+eml;er estimates.
less than irs 19:18, it is still some**irscfudas {lcur milled from domestic wheat only .
what higher than anticipated `**Includes territorial and military food uses .
6
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as much from the expected favorable outlook fur
dairy and poultry products as will the nation's
farmers because these commodities are of lesser
importance in South 17akato .
Montana-Faun income in Montana in 1959
relative to the nation was bolstered by a favorable
income from cattle and calves. Income from cattle
and calves accounts for twice as large a portion of
income in A'lontana as in the United States . On the
other hand, farm income in Montana was cut
relative to the nation because of reduced crop production . For example, receipts from the sale of
wheat constitute approximately 40 percent of total
cash receipts in Montana, and wheat income was
cut approximately one-third in 1'lontana . The winter wheat crop was down from 195$ approximately
orre-third mainly because of a reduction in acreage ; however, winter wheat yields were also down
about 10 percent . Montana's spring wheat income
also suffered similarly but this was due to a reduction in yields .
In 1960 Montana farmers can expect lower income from cattle and calves. In addition to depending on cattle and calves for about twice as Iarge a
proportion of their income as the farmers of the
nation, ll'Iantana #armers market their cattle mainly as feeders, whose prices are expected to decline
relatively more than are fed cattle in the coming
year, according to the USTJA . This price relationship is a normal one during a period of declining
cattle prices .
Winter wheat yields in illontana, even though
reduced from 195$, exceeded average yields by
14 percent . Thus, it would be hazardous to expect
the per acre winter wheat income to increase in
the lace of lowered suhhvrt prices. Spring wheat
yields were off' substantially, and even with a price
decline certain spring wheat income per acre may
increase 25 percent, assuming average yields are
achieved, Such an improvement in spring wheat
yields and income would have a substantial effect
on Montana's total farm income in view of the
fact Yhat spring wheat Iast year accounted for
nearly three-f fths of the total wheat acreage .
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in this region during September and October be#vre inclement weather sets in did not occur this
fall.
Tn contrast to the declining trend this year,
district residential building in 195$ expanded
throughout the building season . The peak in the
nuurzber of dwelling units authoriacd by permit
occurred in Octnher.
The volume of rrznst types of nonresidential
building expanded during 1959 until shortages of
steel and steel products developed- It slowed down
tire progress of some projects and caused the postponement of new ones. Because freccing temperatures set in before steel again became available,
some district projects were postponed until the
spring of 1964.
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The amount of contracts awarded ivr industrial,
commercial and public building during the first
10 months of 1959 fell chart by 7 percent of the
total for the comparable period izz 1958 . The
amount of heavy engineering contracts awarded
for public works and utilities during the same
period was dawn by 21 percent. A breakdown of

these awards made in Minnesutx, North llakvta
and South Dakota indicates that the decrease occurred in awards let by federal government agencies for highways and river development . Aside
from the decline in such government contracts,
the amount let in the public utility &eld was up
ahaxply .
According to several Twin Cities architects the
number of proj ects now in the planning stages is
above a year ago, which tends to suggest a favora~le outlook for nonresidential construction in this
district far the spring of 19G0.
UNUSUAL DEPCiSIT DECLINE
Total deposits of Ninth district member banks
devlined X54 million in November. Though this
amounted to a decline of only 1 percent, deposits
ordinarily increase in 11nverrzber. In fact. in all
but one other November since 1951, deposits of
district member hanks have increased . As the
result of unseasonal deposit losses in October and
November, deposits on the last reporting date in
November were below those on the like dale a
year earlier for both reserve city and country
member banks . T`vr country member banks this
event has oat occurred since 799. Fvr all district
member hanks, deposits have not fallen below
year-earlier levels since 1955.
In contrast to deposit lasses, member banks in
this district experienced further increases in their
loans in November, amounting to $17 million for
the month. As a result, ~1'T million in securities
were liquidated from portfolios of district member
banks.
Banks have not yet had tv match their deposit
losses with sales o£ securities or a cutl,ack of
bank loans because they have borxvwcd funds
front other backs outside the Ninth district and
from their Federal Reserve Bank on a temporary
basis. Average borrowings per day from the 11loth
district Federal Reserve Bank climbed to $Gb million during tire last half of l~avember, an increase
of $42 million over the average for the first half of
the month. During the last half of November,

country nrernber banks burrowed 3 pereczrt of
their required reserves from the Federal ff.eserve
Bank of Minneapolis . Reserve city banks got aImast 3~ percent of their requirements in this way.
This current borrowings level is significant in
terms of the amount and in view of the fact that
banks in the district ordinarily cut theta horxvwings at this time of year. Not since the last half of
May" 197 have banks i:n the district borrowed as
much as they did during the last half of 11ovember this year, and since the start of keeping monthly data irr 1932 district bazrks have never borrowed
this much in November.

IRt3N ORE SHIPMENTS
LOWEST 51NCE DEPRhSSIaN YEARS

'1he last cargo of iron ore from the DuluthSupcrior port in 1959 left an December 20-a
record late date. The 3.1 million ions of Lake
Superior district iron ore moved during December
set another record, bypassing the previous high of
l .fi million tons reached in December of 195G {another strike year) .
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'Total. tonnage moved this year, however, was
hard hit by the 11.G-day strike and reached only
about ~3 million lung tons, well below last year's
relatively poor 51 million tans.
The cold weather which occurred shortly after
the Taft-Hariley injunction went into effect on
November T aroused some fears tlxat limited endof-the-season lake shipments would cause serious
iron ore shortages this winter. But mild weather
during December assisted the intensive effort to
build up lower lake stocks. As a result, ore supplies available tv steel mills now seem generally
adequate for near-capacity operations all winter,
though some inland mills may find it necessary
tv draw more heavily on imported ore than ever
before . With a high rate of steel operations, total
iron ore stocks at U. 5. steel-making plants might
dip below 25 million tons by the end of next
April, yet this level is comparable to the level
reaclxed in 1957.
While the end of lake shipping will not alter
aperatians at steel mills, ACtrVrty will he affected
in the iron ranges of Minnesota, Wisconsin and
IVlichigan. 14Tany mines and ore treating plants
vlose down . Aside from minor all-rail shipments,
ore mvve2nent activity comes pretty much to a
halt. Stripping and maintenance operations help
fill the j ob gap, Mining and stockpiling usually
continue at underground mines, although stockpiles at some are already relati~=ely large,
"The orxtlovk for winter employment seems generally poorer than last year, according to state empl~yment analysts. lrnn mining employment in
Minnesota may run vn the order of 14,DDD to
I5,D00 this winter-down from the lei=els of 16.DDfl
to 17,DD0 last winter . The corresponding figure fur
Upper lTiclxigan nxay be about 5,4.(]4 which is likec~~ise down from 5,13D0 last winter .
Spending in iron miming and shipping communities, as izxdinatcd by hank debit figures. staged
a recovery relative to a year ago after operations
resumed in November ; the impact of expected
lower levels o£ employment during the rest of the
winter in the range areas remains tv be traced out.
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~, member bank's privilege to borrow funds
from its Federal Reserve Bank is one of the important advantages that commercial banks gain
from membership in the Federal Reserve SystemIn the early y ears of the Federal Reserve, hanks
harrowed extensively by rediscounting customers'
loans with their Federal Reserve hanks . To be
eligible for rediscounting, such loans had to
satisfy a number of specifrcations required by the
Federal Reserve Act. Today, however, member
banks are permitted to hvrrow from our bank on
any satisfactory collateral. Ordinarily they simply
use part of their government securities as collateral.
These securities are often already at our bank,
held in safekeeping for a ruember bank.
The discount rate is the basic interest rate ai
which member banks may borrow from their
Federal Reserve Bank. The board of directors of
each of the twelve regional Federal Reserve banks
is authorized tv raise or lower the discount rate.
Sut such changes are subject to review by the
federal Reserve Board in Washington. The Federal Reserve Board, which is the chief governing
body of the federal Reserve System, announces all
discount rate changes and determines nn what
date they become effective .
When member banks borrow from our hank
they acquire additional funds- This permits them
to lend more funds than they otherwise could.
iVow such credit expansion might be desirable oz
undesirable---depending on circumstances- If the
country were experiencing inflation [too much
credit, too much spending relative to production,
and therefore rising prices} then increased discounting would add to the potential supply of
credit at a time when it should more properly be
reduced in order to limit inflation . In such circumstances, the discount rate is often raised tv check
the gro~vth in discounting . lf, on the other hand,
the country were experiencing deflation {too little

credit, tuo little spending relative to production,
and therefore falling prices) increased discounting
would add tv the potential credit supply and help
us achieve our goal of limiting deflation . In these
circumstances, the discount rate is often lowered .
Though discount policy still has significance as
a general credit control, it has been overshadowed
by Federal Reserve purchases and sales of securities [open market operations) which permit
the Federal Reserve tv determine within a narrow
range the amount of member bank reserves . As a
result, the role of discounting today is an `ace in
the hole' for the member hanks. Discounting is
an `aca in Lhe hole' in this sense : member banks,
as a privilege of their membership in the Federal
Reserve System, are temporarily permitted to borrow funds subject to the examination of the Federal Reserve Banks. When member banks experience a large unexpected drain of dollars they can
borrow. They are thus not irnnrediately forced to
liquidate assets, possibly at very unfavorable,
terms, in order to get funds. Such funds might be
needed to make sound home-town loans . Dr they
might be needed to replenish reserves as the result of a drain of funds caused by customers having written a lot more checks andlar deposited a
lot fewer checks than could have been expected .
Discounting is thus an `ace in the hole' that helps
protect individual communities and indi~"idual
banks frvra temporary but otherwise possibly disastrous events .
In summary, consider what the discount privilege means to a bank and the customers it serves.
It means that unpredictable localized credit shortages can be offset. Tfxis is important because credit
supports part of spending and spending in turn
supports j obs . Discounting can help banks and
their customers avoid undue credit curtailment
laecause of an unpredictable streak of deposit
lasses yr unusually large credit demands.
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Economec Briefs
1. Montana iron ore deposit

Mineral rights to the Garter Greek irvrr ore deposit zzear billion, Montana have been purchased
by the l~rorth American Utilities corpvrativn to
pra~~idc ore for a proposed steel plant in western
Canada, The agreement provides for payment of
~GOD,t7dU this year and an additional ~2~Q,OQO ozz
completion of milling facilities yr in fzve years,
whicl-rever is the earliest . `Pests on Carter Creek
ores indicate drat concentration will be necessary .
The grade of the deposit is about 25 to 30 percent
acid-soluble iron, the major portion of whi~lr occurs in magnetite .

2. Wildcat well flows 1,5f1H barrels in IV . fl.
The outstanding disrnvery of the year in the
Williston basin vas rnacle in December in southern
A'IcKenxio county, N. I7 . Bert . a Shell-N .P . strike
flowed at a rate of 'f ,5~4 barrels of oil and G5 barrels of watex per day tlu~ough a lralf-inch ohnke
frc~m about 9,4flD feet of depth . The formation
tapped is the same as that producing along the
Nesson anticline some 3 i miles tv the northeast .
Significance of the disr;ovc;ry lies iu its location
in the centex of a large untested area central to
the basic yet distant from surrounding known
fields (indicated on the map} .

3. Patata plant built In Barnesville, Minn.
Production is underway at the ~l million potatu~
processing plant in Barnesville, Minn ., in the state's
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potato-growing cvutrtry_ `l'hr; 150,Ddt~-scfuaxe-foot
plant is operated by Gateway 1< lakes, Irrc . The company's initial product will be instazrt mashed pvtatnes . Vflren the plant begins full operations, it
will use 120,f)~d pounds of raw potatoes a day
to produce 700 cases of instant potatoes . Prvductivn marks the end of a year of research carried
on by the company . The plant, located on a 50acre tract, consists of a main manufacturing building and three warehouses. It has its own water
supply capable of furnishing 1,OD(1 gallons daily .

4. Hotel planned far ~C airport

A ~1 million hotel xrzd motor lodge is planned
for Minneapolis, just sn«th of the Minneapolis-St,
Paul International airport . The ?D-room structure
will be the first step in a projerted 30d-room development . 13x1s Wall be let this winter, with corrstrzrction to start as soon as the frost is gone . Lvw .
Inc ., will build and own the hotel, but it will be
leased to a national franchise- As soon as the lxighway program is settled, Law plans to double the
hotel's sine, and when the airport terminal is in
full use, the hotr;l will be expanded to 3U0 rooms .

5. Mineral study in northern Wisconsin
'1'he Bear Creek 14Tining Company- the expIore~tinn subsidiary of Kennecott Copper corpvrativn .
is conducting a mineral exploration program in
northern Wisconsin . The firm has a five-year optiozr to candur;t explorations in the counties of
Bayfielrl, Douglas, Washhurn and I3urnett .

